A biomechanical comparison of kyphoplasty using a balloon bone tamp versus an expandable polymer bone tamp in a deer spine model.
We performed a biomechanical study to compare the augmentation of isolated fractured vertebral bodies using two different bone tamps. Compression fractures were created in 21 vertebral bodies harvested from red deer after determining their initial strength and stiffness, which was then assessed after standardised bipedicular vertebral augmentation using a balloon or an expandable polymer bone tamp. The median strength and stiffness of the balloon bone tamp group was 6.71 kN (sd 2.71) and 1.885 kN/mm (sd 0.340), respectively, versus 7.36 kN (sd 3.43) and 1.882 kN/mm (sd 0.868) in the polymer bone tamp group. The strength and stiffness tended to be greater in the polymer bone tamp group than in the balloon bone tamp group, but this difference was not statistically significant (strength p>0.8, and stiffness p=0.4).